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Introduction
This thesis studies several problems related to actions of groups (in particular, finite groups) in
algebraic and complex analytic geometry.

The first major topic of this thesis is the study of finite subgroups in the groups of birational
automorphisms of projective varieties, as well as in the groups of bimeromorphic automorphisms
of compact complex spaces. We are interested in the following “qualitative” boundedness prop-
erties for finite subgroups in these groups, which generalize the classical theorems of C. Jordan
[11] for general linear groups over C and of H. Minkowski [23] for general linear groups over Q,
respectively.

Definition 0.1. Let G be a group. We say that G is Jordan (or has the Jordan property) if
there is a constant JpGq P N such that for any finite subgroup H Ă G there is a normal abelian
subgroup A Ă H of index at most JpGq.

We say that a group G has bounded finite subgroups if there is a natural number BpGq such
that for any finite subgroup H Ă G we have |H| ď BpGq.

The study of these properties for (birational) automorphism group was initiated in the works
of J.-P. Serre [24] and V. Popov [17]. A number of important results were obtained in the works
of S. Meng and D.-Q. Zhang [14] and of Yu. Prokhorov and C. Shramov [18, 19]. An important
direction for future research is to generalize these results to non-projective compact complex
(for instance, Kaehler) spaces.

In Chapter 1 of this thesis we generalize the methods from [18] and prove that bimeromorphic
automorphism groups of non-uniruled compact Kaehler threefolds are Jordan.

Note that the Jordan property does not provide any information on finite abelian subgroups
of the group in question. A closely related problem is to find constraints on finite abelian
subgroups in BirpXq of large orders. A natural invariant of a finite abelian group G is its
rank rpGq, that is, the minimal number of generators. In Chapter 2 we develop methods to find
upper bounds for ranks of “large” finite abelian subgroups in birational automorphism groups of
projective varieties and, under some additional assumptions, in bimeromorphic automorphism
groups of compact Kaehler spaces. Generalizing the results of I. Mundet i Riera [16] and J. Xu
[29], we obtain the upper bound

rpGq ď 2 dimpXq

and describe the birational isomorphism classes of varieties for the cases rpGq “ 2 dimpXq and
rpGq “ 2 dimpXq ´ 1. In particular, the equality rpGq “ 2 dimpXq is attained if and only if X
is birational to an abelian variety.

It is also desirable to find methods to study the Jordan property for (biholomorphic and
bimeromorphic) automorphism groups of non-Kaehler compact complex manifolds. In Chap-
ter 3 we focus on automorphism groups of compact complex parallelizable manifolds. These
manifolds are isomorphic to quotients G{Γ of connected complex Lie groups by discrete cocom-
pact subgroups [27] and are not Kaehler (except compact complex tori). Using a description of
the automorphism groups of these manifolds [28], we prove that the Jordan property holds for
(biholomorphic and bimeromorphic) automorphism groups of compact parallelizable manifolds.

Another important problem both for algebraic and analytic geometry is the existence prob-
lem for Kaehler–Einstein metric on Fano varieties. Recall that a Kaehler metric ω on a smooth
Fano variety X is Kaehler–Einstein if it satisfies the equation

Ricpωq “ ω,
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where Riccipωq is the Ricci curvature of ω. By [4, 25] an algebraic condition that ensures
existence of a Kaehler–Einstein metric on a Fano variety is that of K-stability [7]. Moreover, if
there is an action of a group G on X by automorphisms, then there is a notion of G-equivariant
K-stability, which is sufficient to check the Kaehler–Einstein property [5]. In [1, 9] the notion
of K-stability was reformulated in terms of valuative invariants of X. A natural expectation is
that an analogous valuative criterion exists in the G-equivariant setting.

In Chapter 4 we define a G-equivariant version of the δ-invariant and prove a criterion of
G-equivariant K-semistability (and of uniform K-stability) in terms of δG. The other sections
of Chapter 4 is devoted to various applications and ramifications of this result. These include a
formula relating the δG-invariant and the greatest Ricci lower bound of X and an explicit formula
for the δG-invariant of a spherical Fano variety in terms of the corresponding combinatorial data.
Also, for the case of a finite group G we suggest an alternative definition of δG and prove a
ramification formula, with a view towards a general version of the above valuative criterion.

1 Non-uniruled Kaehler threefolds
Chapter 1 of the thesis is devoted to the study of finite subgroups in the groups of bimeromorphic
automorphisms of non-uniruled compact Kaehler threefolds. The goal of this chapter is to apply
the ideas of the Minimal Model Program, developed in [18], to show the Jordan property in the
setting of compact Kaehler spaces.

We recall basic definitions concerning groups with the Jordan property in section 1. Then
in section 2 we present, following [10], some definitions and technical results related to compact
Kaehler spaces with singularities and notions of positivity for p1, 1q-classes.

In section 3 we prove the following proposition, which is a stronger version of a well-known
result from algebraic geometry [13, Lemma 4.3].

Proposition 1.1. Let f : X 99K X 1 be a bimeromorphic map between compact Kähler spaces
with terminal singularities. Suppose that KX and KX 1 are modified nef. Then f is an isomor-
phism in codimension one.

In section 4 we prove, after some technical preparations, we generalize to the singular setting
a result of A. Fujiki [8, Corollary 3.3].

Proposition 1.2. Let f : X 99K X 1 be a bimeromorphic map of normal compact Kähler spaces
with rational singularities. Suppose that f is an isomorphism in codimension one. If there
exists a Kähler class α P H1,1pX,Rq such that the class α1 “ f˚α is also Kähler then f is
biholomorphic.

Finally, section 5 of the first chapter is devoted to the proofs of the main results. First, we
prove that pseudoautomorphism groups of compact Kaehler spaces are Jordan, generalizing a
result of J. Kim [12, Theorem 1].

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a normal compact Kähler space with rational singularities. Then the
group PsautpXq is Jordan.

We use the above theorem and existence of minimal models for non-uniruled compact
Kaehler threefolds [10, Theorem 1.1] to deduce the main result of Chapter 1.

Theorem 1.4. The group BimpXq is Jordan for any non-uniruled compact Kähler space X of
dimension 3.
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Combined with [20, Theorem 1.3] this result gives a complete characterization of compact
Kaehler threefolds X such that the group BimpXq is Jordan.

2 Finite abelian subgroups
In Chapter 2 we consider finite abelian subgroups of large orders in the group BirpXq for a
complex projective variety X. The starting point for us a recent theorem by I. Mundet i Riera
[16, Theorem 1.15].

Theorem 2.1 (I. Mundet i Riera). Let X be a compact Kähler manifold. Suppose that there
exists r P N such that for infinitely many positive integers Ni the group AutpXq contains a
subgroup isomorphic to pZ{NiZqr. Then AutpXq contains a subgroup isomorphic to a compact
real torus of dimension r. Moreover, one has r ď 2 dimpXq, and if r “ 2 dimpXq then X is
biholomorphic to a compact complex torus.

I. Mundet i Riera asked if the same upper bound is valid also for birational automorphism
groups of projective varieties (or for bimeromorphic automorphisms of compact Kaehler mani-
folds). The goal of the second chapter of the thesis is to provide an affirmative answer to this
question for projective varieties.

Section 1 contains technical preliminaries concerning sequences of finite abelian groups. We
introduce the notion of the unbounded rank of a sequence of finite groups. We also recall in
section 1 the construction of the maximal rationally connected (MRC) fibration for compact
Kaehler manifolds from [3].

In section 2 we consider groups of birational automorphisms of projective varieties from two
separate classes: the non-uniruled ones and the rationally connected ones. For the non-uniruled
case we obtain a generalization of [29, Theorem 2.9].

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a non-uniruled projective variety. Suppose that there exists r P N such
that the group BirpXq contains a subgroup isomorphic to pZ{NiZqr where Ni tend to infinity.
Then the inequality

r ď 2 dimpXq

holds and moreover the group BirpXq contains a subgroup isomorphic to an abelian variety of
dimension rr{2s. In the case r “ 2 dimpXq the variety X is birational to an abelian variety.

As for the rationally connected varieties, the results of [19] and [2] imply the following.

Theorem 2.3. Let X be a rationally connected variety of dimension n over a field k of zero
characteristic. Suppose that there exists r P N such that for arbitrarily large Ni P N the group
BirpXq contains a subgroup Gi » pZ{NiZqr. Then r ď n.

Also, in section 2 we consider the MRC fibration of a projective variety X and combine the
above results to prove the main result of the second chapter.

Theorem 2.4. Let X be a projective variety over an algebraically closed field of zero character-
istic. Suppose that the group BirpXq contains finite abelian subgroups isomorphic to pZ{NiZqr

for some fixed r and arbitrarily large Ni. Then the unbounded rank r of this sequence of sub-
groups does not exceed 2 dimpXq and in case of equality X is birational to an abelian variety.
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Combining these ideas with some technical results from Chapter 1, we were able to prove
the analogous result for groups of bimeromorphic selfmaps of compact Kähler spaces under an
additional assumption.

Theorem 2.5. Let X be a compact Kähler space. Suppose that the group BimpXq contains
subgroups isomorphic to pZ{NiZqr for some fixed r and arbitrarily large Ni. Suppose also that the
base of the MRC-fibration of X has dimension at most 3. Then the upper bound r ď 2 dimpXq

holds and in case of equality X is bimeromorphic to a compact complex torus.

3 Compact parallelizable manifolds
In Chapter 3 of the thesis we continue to study the Jordan property, this time for automorphism
groups of compact complex parallelizable manifolds.

Definition 3.1. A compact complex manifold X is called parallelizable if its holomorphic
tangent bundle is trivial.

A compact manifold in this class is isomorphic to a quotient of a complex Lie group G by
a discrete cocompact subgroup Γ ([27, Theorem 1]). Compact parallelizable manifolds (except
compact complex tori) do not admit Kaehler metrics. Therefore, new methods are needed to
prove the Jordan property for (biholomorphic and bimeromorphic) automorphism groups of
these manifolds.

The automorphism groups of compact complex parallelizable manifolds have been explicitely
described by J. Winkelmann [28] in terms of the Lie group G and the lattice Γ. After studying
various group-theoretical properties of lattices in complex Lie groups, following [21, 26], we
recall this description in section 3. Then in sections 4 and 5 we state and prove a few results
related to outer automorphisms of lattices and their deformation spaces, including A. Weil’s
local rigidity and G. Mostow’s strong rigidity [15] for lattices in semisimple Lie groups.

The main result of Chapter 3 is the following theorem, proved in section 6.

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a compact complex parallelizable manifold. Then the group AutpXq is
Jordan.

In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.2 we establish a boundedness result for the orders
of finite subgroups in the group of outer automorphisms OutpΓq for a cocompact lattice Γ in a
complex Lie group.

Theorem 3.3. Let Γ be a cocompact lattice in a connected complex Lie group G. Then the
group OutpΓq has bounded finite subgroups.

4 Delta-invariants with group actions
The final Chapter 4 of the thesis studies equivariant K-stability of Fano varieties with group
actions. We adopt the valuative approach to K-stability, developed in [1, 9]. Section 1 is
devoted to preliminary information on valuations on the fields of rational functions of varieties,
algebraic group actions and singularities of linear systems. In section 2 we study G-equivariant
K-stability of Fano varieties. After formulating the definition of K-stability both in terms of
test configurations and in terms of valuations, we define the δG-invariant as the infimum of a
certain function on the space of G-invariant divisorial valuations.
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Definition 4.1. Let pX, Lq be a polarized variety and G Ă AutpX, Lq be a connected subgroup.
We define

δGpX, Lq “ inf
vPDivValGX

AXpvq

SLpvq
.

Here AXpvq “ 1 ` ordEpKY {Xq is the log discrepancy and

SLpvq “
1

VolpLq

ż 8

0
Volpφ˚L ´ tEqdt

is the expected vanishing order of the divisorial valuation v “ ordE .

Then we prove, following the ideas of [1, 9], the following theorem, which is the main result
of Chapter 4.

Theorem 4.2. Let pX, ´KXq be a klt Q-Fano variety with the anticanonical polarization. Let
G Ă AutpXq be a closed connected subgroup. Then pX, ´KXq is uniformly K-stable (resp.
K-semistable) with respect to G-equivariant degenerations if and only if the δG-invariant of
pX, ´KXq is greater than one (resp. greater or equal to one).

The rest of Chapter 4 is devoted to various applications of Theorem 4.2. In section 3 we
compare the δG-invariant to the greatest Ricci lower bound [22] of a smooth Fano variety. More
precisely, we show that the following formula holds.

Proposition 4.3. Let X be a smooth Fano variety and let G Ă AutpXq be a connected reductive
subgroup. Then there is an equality

βGpXq “ mint1, δGpXqu, (4.1)

where βGpXq is the greatest Ricci lower bound of X. We also have the following relation between
δ-invariants

δpXq “ mint1, δGpXqu. (4.2)

In section 4 we study equivariant K-stability of Fano varieties with actions of tori T “ pGmqk

of any dimension k. We show that the delta-invariants with and without T -action are equal, so
the corresponding notions of K-stability are equivalent.

Section 5 is devoted to equivariant K-stability of spherical Fano varieties. We provide a
purely algebraic and more straightforward proof of the combinatorial criterion for K-stability
of spherical Fano varieties, first proved by T. Delcroix [6] by analytic methods.

Proposition 4.4. Let X be a Fano variety which is spherical under the action of a connected
reductive group G. Then δG-invariant of X can be expressed as follows:

δGpXq “ min
ordDi

PVXC
CPFX

aDi

aDi ´ x2ρQ ´ barDHp∆`q, π´1pordDiqy
.

Here barDHp∆`q is the barycenter of ∆` with respect to the Duistermaat–Heckman measure.
The minimum is taken over a finite set ordD1 , . . . , ordDN

of valuations corresponding to primi-
tive generators of edges in C X V, C P FX .
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Finally, in section 6 we consider the case of a variety with an action of a finite group G.
In this case we suggest an alternative definition of δG using G-invariant divisors and prove the
ramification formula.

Proposition 4.5. Let X be a variety with klt singularities and ´KX big. Let G Ă AutpXq be
a finite group. Denote by Y “ X{G the quotient variety and let B “

ř

ip1 ´ 1{miqBi be the
branch divisor on Y . Then we have

δGpXq “ δpY, Bq

where δpY, Bq is the δ-invariant of the klt pair pY, Bq.
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